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The Kenwood KPG-89D and KPG-49D series radios offer a generic design that allows for use with multiple applications. The K4 software is available in versions for Windows and MAC OS systems. The K4 software provides a convenient interface for configuring remote antennas and recording the data of signal meters.. Here are the radios available in the K4 software: The TK-82080 supports the following channels. The TK-82080 is similar to the
TK-82060 which is a 7 band digital superhet radio. The TK-82080 includes some unique features that differentiate it from the other TK-s. First, it has more repeater memory. Also, it has more logical channels (?) and the memory is written in a different way. All radios will work with the same software unless it is specifically designed for them, or they are programmed for a specific radio.. Some radio manufacturers have models that require specific

software. For example, I believe that the Kenwood products require the TK-10 series software. The software is usually installed with the radio, but if not you get to choose the area, city, or country the software was preloaded in. If the radio is not one of the ones that has preset areas it will prompt you to choose which area. Let's say you want to install it in London England. So pull up the options, select London, and press OK. This will make the radio
aware of the location, if it doesn't have the city pre-loaded it will prompt you for it. This next section is a little advanced. It is very annoying and slows down the setup process some. But hey I'm a slow learner. It's the price I have to pay to have a nice radio set up quick. It's nice to have the potential options for a completely different operating environment possible to try when I'm ready to do so. If you follow me and are still with me continue reading. If

not have a great day.
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